
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Complications by Danielle Steel 
Known for its luxury and discrete service, the Hotel Louis XVI in 
Paris has attracted an international clientele of the rich and famous 
for many decades. Now, after extensive renovation and under new 
management, an esteemed group of loyal returning guests is set 
to descend upon the hotel, joined by a group of new faces who 
have managed to secure coveted reservations. Anxiously awaiting 
the guests is the new manager, Olivier Bateau, and his assistant, 
Yvonne Philippe. Both strive to continue the hotel’s tradition for 
excellence but even they were not prepared for what happened on 
that September evening.   A successful art consultant arrives to 
seek solace after a brutal divorce and is surprised to find new love. 
A new guest contemplates ending his life and ends up saving 
someone else’s. A high-profile politician’s career will be tarnished 
with scandal after a mystery meeting conducted at the hotel. And a 
couple will find their once-in-a-lifetime trip struck by a medical 
emergency, leaving the future they’ve longed for hanging in the 
balance.  Rocked by the events of this one fateful night, guests 
and staff alike brace themselves for the aftershock, as it quickly 
becomes apparent that there is much more drama in store. 

 

A Whole New Light by Sandra Brown 
Ever since losing her husband, Cyn McCall has counted on his 
business partner, Worth Lansing. Though a confirmed bachelor, 
Worth nonetheless proves himself to be a dependable friend and a 
father figure to her son. He makes her laugh, and she teases him 
about his many romantic entanglements. But falling for a man who 
can't settle down is the furthest thing from her mind until an 
innocent gesture changes everything.  
When Worth invites Cyn to a getaway weekend in Acapulco, he 
doesn't expect to be sharing a room. And he certainly doesn't 
intend for them to wind up in bed together. Cyn wants to believe 
that their night of passion was a mistake sparked by the exotic 
locale. But Worth is convinced that they share something deeper. 
He knows he's finally ready to stop playing games if only Cyn will 
open her heart to the promise of love. 

 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Complications-Danielle-Steel/dp/1529021669/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=Complications&qid=1695123117&s=books&sr=1-2


 

Private Gold by James Patterson 
Private Johannesburg is closing down. 
After the tragic suicide of his partner, Khosi, Joey Montague is 
packing up the branch of Private they'd set up in Johannesburg 
with US owner Jack Morgan. The investigation agency will be 
scaled down until Joey can recover from this devastating loss. 
As he’s loading the removal van, Joey receives a call from an 
American woman who has just landed in the city and needs his 
help. But what at first seems to be a simple protection job soon 
becomes a matter of life and death – not just for his client, but for 
Joey himself. 

 

Steel Fear by Brandon Webb and John David Mann 
Leadership is weak. Morale is low. And when crew members start 
disappearing one by one, what at first seems like a random string 
of suicides soon reveals something far more sinister: there's a 
serial killer on board. 
Suspicion falls on newcomer Finn. After all, he's being sent home 
in disgrace, recalled from the field under the dark cloud of a 
mission gone wrong. He's also a lone wolf, haunted by his past. 
Finding the killer offers a chance at redemption if he can stay alive 
long enough to prove it isn't him. 

 

The Highlander’s Substitute Wife by Terri Brisbin 
Ross MacMillan lifts his bride's veil and discovers it's not the 
woman he'd agreed to marry but her beautiful younger sister, Ilysa 
MacDonnell! The new MacMillan chieftain must accept Ilysa as his 
wife, for retaining his clan's lands depends on her father's support. 
But why is she there? Are her aims to help him or her father? 
Drawing out Ilysa's secrets will kindle an alliance more powerful 
and passionate than Ross ever imagined. 
 

 

Miracle at Sant’Anna by James McBride 
Based on the historical incident of an unspeakable massacre at the 
site of Sant'Anna Di Stazzema, a small village in Tuscany, and on 
the experiences of the famed Buffalo soldiers from the 92nd Division 
in Italy during World War II, Miracle at Sant’ Anna is a singular 
evocation of war, cruelty, passion, and heroism. It is the story of four 
American Negro soldiers, a band of partisans, and an Italian boy 
who encounter a miracle - though perhaps the true miracle lies in 
themselves. Traversing class, race, and geography, Miracle at 
Sant’. Anna is above all a hymn to the brotherhood of man and the 
power to do good that lives in each of us. 

 

Living History by Hillary Rodham Clinton 
One of the most intelligent and influential women in America 
reflects on her eight years as First Lady of the United States in a 
revealing book personal, political and news making. During her 
husband's two administrations, Hillary Rodham Clinton redefined 
the position of First Lady. How this intensely private woman not 
only survived but prevailed is the dramatic tale of her book. 
Hillary Clinton shares the untold story of her White House years 
and recalls the challenging process by which she came to define 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Private-Gold-BookShots-Thriller-Book-ebook/dp/B01M0ILH1S/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1U0X3QPINS7GD&keywords=Private+gold&qid=1695123799&s=books&sprefix=private+g,stripbooks,1203&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Steel-Fear-unputdownable-thriller-Thrillers/dp/180032605X/ref=sr_1_1?crid=310P42E8ALF4G&keywords=steel+fear+by+brandon+webb&qid=1695123912&s=books&sprefix=steel+fear+by+brandan+we,stripbooks,947&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Highlanders-Substitute-Historical-Highland-Alliances-ebook/dp/B09B1HPNNM/ref=sr_1_1?crid=12FDG4N171HX7&keywords=The+highlander's+substitute+wife&qid=1695124079&s=books&sprefix=the+highlander's+substitute+wif,stripbooks,1750&sr=1-1


herself as a wife, a mother, and a formidable politician in her own 
right. Mrs Clinton was the first First Lady who played a direct role 
in shaping domestic policy; she was an unofficial ambassador for 
human rights and democracy around the world; and she helped 
save the Presidency during the impeachment crisis. 

 

Career Ahead by Jenny Ungless 
This book is unique in two ways: it is for anyone in - or 
unexpectedly out of - work whether they have recently embarked 
on the career they thought was right for them or have been in it for 
many years. Divided in four parts, it deals with: ‘How to work out 
what career you want’ ‘How to land the job’ (CVs, interviews, etc.) 
‘Making an impact in your new role’ ‘Doing your own thing’—for 
those considering an entrepreneurial career. In the current climate 
the book is extremely relevant as an increasing number of people 
are forced to re-evaluate their career. It is attractive to a wide 
audience as it provides strong, solid and practical advice on 
improving your current working conditions or moving on 
successfully. It applies to every age group and helps both young 
and old to really understand what their skills are, how to evaluate 
and use their experience, what makes them happy and motivates 
them, and how to sell themselves even into a completely new field 
of work. It is relevant to anyone who is not happy or settled in their 
current job or career. This book gives them the opportunity to 
decide if they want to stay where they are and how to get more out 
of their current business and improve their game, or make a 
change to something completely different. Case studies are 
included to bring the advice to life. 

 

1001 One Pot, Casseroles, Soups and Stews by Parragon 
Books 
The only One Pot cookbook you'll ever need! Love Food cookbook, 
1001 One Pot, Casseroles, Soups and Stews, is an impressive 
collection of wholesome and tasty, hassle-free recipes. Whether 
you're looking for a traditional British winter warmer, or want to 
experiment with a more exotic idea, 1001 One Pot... has the ideal 
recipe for every occasion. Each chapter contains a mixture of old 
favourites and more adventurous creations, and suggests variations 
you can try to give a trusted recipe a tasty new twist. Recipes for 
Soups, Meat and poultry, Fish and seafood, Rice and pasta, 
Vegetarian dishes and Desserts. Photo of every finished dish. 

 

To Teen Power by Paul Harrington 
The Secret has sold millions of copies worldwide. Now, for the first 
time, The Secret to Teen Power explores the power of the Law of 
Attraction for a brand-new audience. 
Ask. Believe. Receive. 
Since its original publication, The Secret has inspired millions to 
live extraordinary lives. The Secret to Teen Power explores the 
Law of Attraction from a teenager's point of view. All the themes of 
teenage life - self-image, relationships, school, family, ambitions, 
values, and dreams - are covered in this all-embracing book. The 
Secret to Teen Power is crammed with powerful tips and 



strategies to help young readers discover their purpose, achieve 
happiness and harmony in every aspect of their lives, and create 
abundance and joy. In their own language, in words they 
themselves use, this fantastic new book will empower teenagers 
all over the world to reach to the stars and to create and live their 
dreams. 

 

The Mystery at Lilac Inn by Carolyn Keene 
Nancy and her friend Helen visit their friend Emily Willouby at the 
Lilac Inn, which Emily now owns, to help her plan her wedding. 
Emily plans on selling inherited diamonds in order to help fix up 
the Lilac Inn. However, Nancy soon learns that someone has been 
impersonating her and making expensive purchases under her 
name. Soon after, Emily's diamonds are stolen! Can Nancy find 
the thieves and recover the missing diamonds? 

 

Dinosaur Meat-eaters by Ticktock 
These non-fiction readers introduce useful features to help your 
child get the most from their reading, such as a contents page, 
labels, questions and a glossary. 
The simple sentence construction, repetition of high frequency 
words, and low word count make this book ideal for children who 
are beginning to read and require help or supervision. 
Contains discussion activities for you to enjoy with your child and 
help them get the most out of reading this book. 

 

The Ugly Truth (DVD) 
Katherine Heigl and Gerard Butler star in this wildly funny battle of 
the sexes. Abby (Heigl), a successful morning show producer, is 
looking for a lot in a man. Mike (Butler), her obnoxious TV star, 
knows men only want one thing. Determined to prove that she's not 
romantically challenged, Abby takes Mike's advice during a 
promising new romance, but the unexpected results will stun 
everyone. 

 

Mr & Mrs Smith (DVD) 
Action comedy starring Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie as John and 
Jane Smith, a suburban couple whose marriage has started to go 
a bit stale after five or six years. Both wish for more excitement in 
their relationship, but as it happens, each of them is finding plenty 
of thrills elsewhere. Both Jane and John are world-class assassins 
who will take on perilous missions for the right price, but neither is 
aware of the other's secret life - Jane thinks her husband runs a 
successful construction company, and John believes his wife 
works on Wall Street. However, when John and Jane are both 
assigned to take out the same target, one Benjamin Danz (Adam 
Brody), they become aware of each other's secret lives, and 
suddenly both their careers and their marriage go through some 
dramatic and potentially deadly changes. 



 

The Boss Baby (DVD) 
DreamWorks Animation and the director of Madagascar invite you 
to meet a most unusual baby. He wears a suit, speaks with the 
voice and wit of Alec Baldwin, and stars in the animated comedy, 
Dream Works’ The Boss Baby. The Boss Baby is a hilariously 
universal story about how a new baby's arrival impacts a family, 
told from the point of view of a delightfully unreliable narrator, a 
wildly imaginative 7 year old named Tim. With a sly, heart-filled 
message about the importance of family, Dream Works, The Boss 
Baby is an authentic and broadly appealing original comedy for all 
ages. 

 

Ice Age 2 The Meltdown (DVD) 
Manny the woolly mammoth (voice of Ray Romano), Sid the sloth 
(John Leguizamo), Diego the saber-toothed tiger (Denis Leary), and 
the hapless prehistoric squirrel/rat known as Scrat (Chris Wedge) 
are back in this sequel to the popular 2002 film. Manny is ready to 
start a family, but nobody has seen another mammoth for a long 
time. In fact, Manny thinks he may be the last one. That is until he 
miraculously finds Ellie (Queen Latifah), the only female mammoth 
left in the world. The only problem being that they can't stand each 
other. Ellie comes with some excess baggage in the form of her two 
possum friends Crash (Seann William Scott) and Eddie (Josh 
Peck), a couple of daredevil pranksters and cocky, loud-mouthed 
troublemakers. When a huge glacial dam holding off oceans of 
water is about to break, threatening the entire valley, the only 
chance of survival lies at the other end of the valley. So our three 
heroes, along with Ellie, Crash and Eddie, form the most unlikely 
family as they embark on a mission across an ever-changing, 
increasingly dangerous landscape. 

 

Miranda Series 1 and 2 (DVD) 
Miranda Hart’s farcical, affectionate, laugh out loud sitcom 
introduces us to a woman desperate to fit in and lead a normal life 
while falling, often quite literally, flat on her face. Join Miranda, her 
eccentric mother Penny (Patricia Hodge), her boarding school fr-
enemy Tilly (Sally Phillips), her long-term crush Gary (Tom Ellis) 
and her old friend Stevie (Sarah Hadland) as well as guest star 
Tom Conti. 
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